No Confidence Documentation

1. Lack of Effective Communication
a. Chief Reginald Johnson (Chief Johnson) deposition, fall of 2021.
b. On or about June 8, 2020 Chief Samuel Jones (Chief Jones) was sent to Station 2
to discuss Captain Timothy Bell’s grievance filed regarding the promotional
process. Multiple times Battalion Chief Phil Bosche and Division Chief Kent
Davis came to Station 2 to discuss union issues. Neither Chief is a union member.
c. Survey Results from Battalion Chief Feedback, Management Partners Study and
Local 660 study. (Images 1 and 2). All data was requested by City Council and
has not been turned over to this date.
d. This question has been sent to Command Staff multiple times and also the HR
Task Force. (Image 3). It was also shown there was confusion with the survey
results for the Local 660 survey (Image 4).
e. Management Partners Staffing report was buried for almost two years until it was
forced to published under discovery for court cases. PPE committee members
have been told from the outset that they could look at anything, but the turnout
uniform had already been picked. Committees that need new members such as
Health and Safety and ISO have had little interest.
2. The City and Fire Department administration lacks transparency, credibility and
accountability
a. In February, the court denied the City’s appeal and upheld the sanctions against
them going to trial. Basically, the court ordered the City, specifically Marcus
Jones, eight times to turn over documents, which he has refused. For the
upcoming trials, the jury instructions will include that if documents have not been
turned over, they are to assume they have been destroyed because it harms the
City’s defense. Link to document is here: “Order Adopting Sanctions”. This is
also not the first time Marcus Jones has behaved this way. In Norfolk VA, Jones
and his staff refused to turn over 23,000 text messages on city phones because
they were not “business related”. This story is here: Norfolk VA
b. With regards to the “tent city” that popped up along I-277, there were discussions
between the county and city on how to handle the issue. County officials let their
frustrations with Marcus Jones be known. The story appeared on WBTV here.
c. Multiple City Council members have publicly stated in meetings or have used
social media to express their disappointment in City Staff and Manager Jones with
their unwillingness to turn over information or documents. (Image 5)
d. The Fire Department has been allowed to conduct investigations that seem on the
surface unimportant; they are retaliatory. This involves hair length, tattoos, social
media posts and supposedly embarrassing the Fire Chief. While the Fire
Department absolutely has the right to investigate complaints, the inconsistent
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application of the policies leads to the conclusion of retaliation. This is why there
are currently seven lawsuits against the Fire Department at this time with more
potential litigation to come. Also, the Fire Department conducts “intimidation
through investigation” by intentionally drawing out the length of the
investigations, as much as 18 months, to find in favor of the city.
In a letter sent to all of council, City Manager and Fire Chief, it stated that the
software was the same issue the fire department had with the payouts and
requested the City to fix the CFD retirees. This letter was signed by all three past
chiefs. (Image 5. B.) Council minutes can be seen here.
Investigators hired by Shelia Simpson had previous criminal records with one
having an outstanding felony theft of weapons charge. It wasn’t until Local 660
made complaints to City Council and City Attorney that the investigator with
felony was dropped. With the criminal background, these two investigators hired
by the City would not be eligible for CFD or CMPD employment. (Image 6)
This is the conclusion of Battalion Chief Smith-Phifer investigation. (Image 7)
Sheila Simpson deposition, fall 2021. This has been a long-standing issue with the
proper documentation and steps when writing someone up. There have been
numerous discussions between all levels of the department that this is an issue
that needs to be addressed.
Approximately September of 2019 is when Command Staff was shown forged
documents. Approximately October of 2019 E-Board asked command staff for
update and Chief Johnson stated no official written complaint had been filed.
Mayor’s office and Council was informed of what was happening and the Mayor
ordered an investigation by CMPD IA. December of 2019 is when the IA
investigation started. Mid-January 2020 was the findings. Even though a Division
Chief, Battalion Chief, and Captain all stated they only signed one copy of forms,
the investigator said the signatures were different, the Command staff held no one
accountable.
In July of 2020, there was a Civil Service Board meeting held for the promotions
of Firefighter 2’s. This was the first year the Fire Department went back to testing
for this position. During the meeting, Chief Johnson said in fact all the candidates
“received or will receive” the score sheets to know what they did wrong for their
own self-assessment. Just the day before, the candidates were told that it was a
“promotional process” and they would not in fact receive any feedback. Under
deposition, HR Director Shelia Simpson stated that she did not extend the
Division Chief list in which individuals were promoted from and Chief Johnson
said that he did not have the authority. Just days later, in a civil service meeting
about promotions, Shelia Simpson said that Chief Johnson did in fact have
authority and had extended it. Chief Johnson did not correct that record.
Chief Johnson knowingly failed to provide requested information regarding text
messages and emails in Battalion Chief Shane Nantz’s Civil Service Board
meeting. These are supposed to be saved under the retention policy for the city.
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The Civil Service Board hearing was June of 2021 and City Attorney Baker gave
the requested documents to Chief Nantz February 2022.
On the released documents, Chief Johnson and Chief Winkles were discussing an
After-Action Report of a structure fire that Chief Nantz Sent out. On city owned
phones, they violated GO 206.01 “All members of the public and employees shall
be treated with respect, courtesy, and consideration”. (Image 8)
Using the data from the City’s Open Data Portal, there are still several requests to
the Fire Department that have been ignored. Some going back as far as 2019. In
June of 2021, after ignoring a media company for requested information, WBTV
(Viacom) was forced to file a lawsuit to get the requested records. That story can
be seen here.
Over the past several months, Charlotte City Council Members have asked Chief
Johnson to see the data and feedback the Command Staff received from the
Oklahoma State study. With over 400 people completing at least the first portion
of the survey, this would provide a good performance measuring tool on how the
department is doing. Chief Johnson has yet to release anything to Council.
Deposition from Deputy Chief Pete Skiers, winter 2021.
This issue has been brought to Command Staff, City Legal and City Council. It
has also been discussed in several Local 660 meetings. It is now pending legal
action.
The promotional testing done by Morris and McDaniel was plagued with issues
from the beginning. They have provided documentation and depositions in
ongoing lawsuits. But the exchange shown (Image 9) shows there were concerns
on the Morris and McDaniel end about how the test was being run in Charlotte.
This was also the year that the secure testing identification numbers were emailed
to the Command Staff by staff member from the testing company using personal
email addresses.
Two Captains were allowed to go through the entire BC promotional test to the
point that just days before the scores were posted, these two individuals were told
they were no longer qualified. (Three days short of assignment) This should not
happen once, yet alone in consecutive years to candidates that have spent time
studying and test taking.
During the investigation of BC Smith-Phifer, President Brewer was interviewed
by investigator Ronald Mann. There was a discussion of investigating the
promotional process. That can be heard here. The investigator interviewed another
Battalion Chief to discuss promotional process irregularities and he also stated he
was hired by Shelia Simpson to investigate a promotional ceremony incident and
promotional processes. This audio has yet to be released pending litigation.
There have been several documented cases of bullying or retaliation against
individuals in the department, some of which were sent to City HR. These were
never investigated, or a retired city employee and “close friend” of Shelia
Simpson were asked to investigate. A story was done on the climate of the fire
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department by WBTV. A new lawsuit was filed the last week of June that
describes this also. (Image 10)
On June 10, 2020 Captain Tom Brewer began the process for filing a complaint to
harassment. This was never investigated. In 2019, charges were brought by a
member of the Local 660 against President Brewer and then Secretary Timothy
Bell to be removed from office. These charges were thrown out because it was
based on a false rumor. Deputy Chief Cindy Bonham admitted to spreading the
false rumor. Nothing was ever done to clear President Brewer and Secretary
Bell’s name. Harassment and bullying accusations were brought to the attention
of Deputy Chief Jones in regards to a female at a station. DC Jones said he
“investigated and it was he said she said so I [Chief Jones] dropped it”. This is
against all City policies regarding investigating harassment. President Brewer has
dozens more emails to Command Staff and City HR where complaints were
ignored.
Chief Johnson has repeatedly blamed others for problems that have been going
on. The last set of meetings with the Captains, Chief Johnson said that if there
was morale issue, it was at the stations because he wasn’t aware of problems. The
command staff has been given the results of the surveys and each of them said
there was a morale issue. He also gives out business cards (Image 11) that
discusses toxic work environments. If he gives these out, he knows there are
problems in the department.
Every year the budget is frozen and cut and this goes unopposed by the Command
Staff. Recently, two female firefighters had purchased uniform pants with their
own money because none had been bought by the Fire Department in 18 months.
They were told they were waiting on a “bulk order”. This goes against G.O.
209.02 where it states that uniform pants will be provided. A captain also recently
discussed with Command Staff how he purchased two nozzles for a brand new
truck because Logistics refused to buy them because of these budget cuts. It is
unfathomable that a department this size has members purchasing uniforms and
equipment that should be provided by the department.
On October 14, 2019 there was a meeting held at the Fire Department
Headquarters with Local 660 members, pay committee, Command Staff and City
Staff regarding VHOL and pay. At the end of the meeting, Manager Jones
promised more meetings with the Local. This has never happened. Manager
Jones, City Council and City HR are well aware of the problems within CFD
through documented emails, text messages and phone conversations. The still
refuse to address anything that is brought to their attention.

3. Lack of adequate staffing and funding
a. During staff meetings and the Captains meeting, Chief Johnson has stated that the
budget has been cut three out of the four years with one year remaining stagnant.
It has also been pointed out that while budgets are being cut, (this year phone
service was being cut off) money has been found for other projects that City
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Council deems a priority such as sidewalks and housing. Chief Johnson should be
at the forefront demanding not only to stop the cuts, but to demand more for the
safety of the citizens.
There was a workgroup that focused on the staffing model with a final report
completed by Management Partners. This study included all time off including the
new military and PPL leave. The relief factor should be set at 4.1instead of the 3.8
it is currently. This would put our staffing around 70 short as opposed to the 25
shown now. Chief Skiers stated in recent Captains meetings that he agrees with
the Union’s stance to increase this number. Once this report was turned in, it was
buried by the administration and even at times, Command Staff stating there was
no final report. It was only after discovery for ongoing court cases that this report
was brought to light. There was no reason for this report to be buried for two
years. Now, Chief Jones states there will be a new workgroup formed to discuss
this matter yet again.
During the first wave of the pandemic, Kelly numbers were cancelled (mandatory
overtime) because staffing levels had become so low. This was understood by all
in operations and all were willing to do this. The issue with the first cancellation
was the GO that was citied, there were many steps that should have been done
before this happened, including moving all daylight staff back to operations. The
Local 660 gave many options and ideas to help with the staffing but since Chief
Johnson had cut off communication, there was no response. Now that Covid has
had a downturn, the cancelling of Kelly’s is due to staffing shortages not a
pandemic. These cancellations also came in the form of a memorandum from the
Division Chiefs, furthering the communication confusion previously discussed.
(Image 12)
Previous administrations along with Chief Johnson’s have continued to trade in
operations positions for new created positions. There is currently a proposal to
add multiple QRV, or Quick Response Vehicles for medical calls. When asked
about the staffing for these trucks, it was unknown if additional staffing would be
asked for. The department also tends to “reclassify” positions to suit their needs,
even if it removes Captains from the daily strength.
CFD communications have long been ignored in staffing and pay. They are forced
to work overtime and also be “on call” for $1 an hour. There have been many
people that have left for better paying jobs, some with dispatching in other
departments. A recent resignation letter shows the frustration that they are
working through. (Image 13)
Until staffing and pay is fixed, all divisions will have shortages in the near future.
There is no real plan to fix this currently.
i. CFRS numbers
ii. Strength numbers and also contacts for mental health through peer support
or the PSOHC
iii. Payroll statistics
iv. Staffing study and new relief factor ignored

v. Same as above
vi. Classification of administrative positions that should be operational
vii. Potential of staff being pulled from truck with no plan for replacement of
positions that these people can fill
viii. Less than 500 people signed up for last exam. Steady decrease over the
last decade
ix. Payroll statistics.
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